Secure, Reliable and Cost Effective...
What are Cloud Services?

Cloud services means services made available to users on demand via the internet
from a provider’s servers as opposed to being provided from a company’s own
on-premises servers.

What are the Benefits of Minder Secure Cloud Services?
Minder Cloud Services will offer your business many benefits such as:
> scalability, ability to increase or decrease server capabilities and quantities;
> flexibility of connecting anywhere, anytime;
> streamlining of IT cost structure;
> improved communication and increases efficiency;
> no hardware upgrade or replacement costs;
> enterprise grade backup and disaster recovery with a fully redundant system
> reduce business downtime and so much more...

Are you ready to make the move?

For more information about Minder Secure Cloud Services Call us on
or email us at enquiries@mindercloud.com.au

www.mindercloud.com.au
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Minder Secure Cloud Services
Product Specifications:
> FlexPod Data Centre is an integrated computing, networking, and storage
solution developed by Cisco and NetApp. The FlexPod configuration is a Cisco
Validated Design that is used in many high end data centre solutions, and ensuring
our Minder solution is of the highest standard.

> The FlexPod architecture is completely scalable. It can be optimized for a variety

of mixed workloads in virtualized environments, and can be increased or decresed
as your needs change.

> Minder offers a user pays service that can quickly scale up or down to match
demand, so you only pay for what you use with a commitment to beat
competitor prices for popular infrastructure services like vCPU, Memory
and Storage meaning you’re always getting exceptional value for money.

> N + 1 Redundancy throughout our entire Minder infrastructure ensures that
there are no single points of failure.

> Designed for 99.99% availability means that downtime at the infrastructure
level has been assessed to not exceed 4 minutes 23 seconds per month
statistically. Since its launch 18 months ago Minder has had 100% up time.

> Data Security, Privacy and Redundancy is our highest priority, protected by

enterprise grade firewalls offering up to AES-256 Encrpyption, replicated data
centres and geo-redundant data will ensure our clients’ data remains secure.

> Online threat protection can be offered via Minders range of cloud based

anti-spam, anti-malware and Network Monitoring services that is manned by
our NOC utilising enterprise grade network management tools such as Science
Logic, that performs intrusion detection, denial-of-service (DDoS) attack
prevention, and machine learning tools to help mitigate threats.

> Minder offers a simple Service Level Agreement (SLA) to

ensure both parties are clear on the deliverable outcomes.
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